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Stewart Filmscreen announces the re-engineering of the Luxus Classic A, Retractable Below
Ceiling System through the addition of a sleek, customisable housing, a quieter motor and an
easy-to-access screen assemble.

  

Customisable via the Screen Assistant Configurator Price Quote (CPQ) tool within the dealer
login at the Stewart Filmscreen website, Luxus is available in completely seamless widths up to
4m and in a wide array of materials to fit the exact installation and application needs of any
residential, education or corporate project.

  

  

Installers can replace the screen motor and roller tube in a few minutes in the field, while the
advanced roller tube technology minimises horizontal lines in the image area, an issue affecting
low-quality screens. Furthering the customisation options, customers can order Luxus end caps
in a polished aluminium finish or in black or white to match the case housing. Other
enhancements include wall and ceiling mounting hardware simplifying installation and ensuring
a clean finish, as well as elegant yet strong tab-tensioning keeping the screen smooth and held
in place year after year.
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Customers get a choice of over 25 16K+ reference screen fabrics specially formulated and
manufactured by Steweart Filmscreen. The array of material offering not onlly allows customers
to select the ideal solution for their specific application, but also provides best-in-class uniformity
and colour accuracy to preserve the resolution of the most advanced projectors on the market.
All screens are custom-made to address the needs of even the most discerning customers,
such as deepening black levels or manipulating gain. Many of the front projection screen fabrics
are also available in perforation for acoustic transparency.

  

The Luxus integrates with a variety of control systems, with specifications for 12V trigger,
low-voltage control or IR. Installers can also select an RF remote capability based on the My
Link wifi-enabled control system. It works with Google Home, Amazon Alexa and through
IFTTT. Customers wanting to keep things simple can also select a straight 120V wall switch.

  

Go Stewart Filmscreen Redesigns Industry’s Favorite Projection Screen
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https://www.stewartfilmscreen.com/en/news/stewart-filmscreen-redesigns-industrys-favorite-projection-screen

